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mobivention offers number-puzzle fun with Sudoku Supreme
Published on 06/15/12
mobivention today introduces Sudoku Supreme 1.0, the popular Japanese number-puzzle
game
for iOS devices. A Sudoku puzzle is a grid of nine by nine squares which are divided into
nine regions. The aim of the game is to fill the grid with digits from 1 to 9. Perfect for
both beginners and advanced players alike, Sudoku Supreme comes with numerous features,
such as save function and different board designs. Three difficulty levels guarantee fun
for everyone.
Cologne, Germany - mobivention launches today the popular Japanese puzzle Sudoku
Supreme
with many features which guarantee a lot of fun for young and old. The gaming app is now
available for download as a free version. A premium version is available for $1.99. Both
versions can be downloaded on the Apple App Store.
The puzzle has originally been invented by Howard Garns and was published in 1979 under
the name Number Place. Afterwards, Sudoku was introduced to the Japanese market in April
1986 were it got the name "Sudoku".
Sudoku Supreme comes with numerous features, such as save function and different board
designs. Help functions, such as the check function, make sure that the digits are placed
in the right place. Sudoku Supreme is for beginners and advanced players. Three difficulty
levels guarantee fun for everyone.
Three different field sizes (4x4, 6x6 and 9x9) and four different levels of difficulty
make it suitable for both beginners and professional players. The small 4x4 grid is
perfect for kids and the 6x6 grid helps beginners to start with Sudoku.
A Sudoku puzzle is a grid of nine by nine squares which are divided into nine regions. The
aim of the game is to fill the grid with digits from 1 to 9. The challenge: Every
horizontal row, every vertical column, every region can contain each digit only once.
Features:
* 3 different puzzle sizes (4x4, 6x6 and 9x9)
* 4 levels of difficulty
* Save function
* Undo and hint function
* Automatic fill-In function
* 2 game designs
The full version also contains:
* No ads
* More than 200 additional Sudokus
Device Requirements:
* iPhone 3GS, iPhone 4, iPhone 4S, 3/4G iPod touch and iPad
* Requires iOS 4.2 or later
* 45.5 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Sudoku Supreme 1.0 is Free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in
the Games category. Sudoku Supreme comes with more than 500 puzzles in 4 difficulty levels
and offers great entertainment for hours. Further puzzles and board designs can be bought
via in-app purchases.
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mobivention:
http://www.mobivention.com
Sudoku Supreme 1.0:
http://www.mobivention.com/sudoku.html
Download from iTunes:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/sudoku-supreme/id514334903
YouTube Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X7P1K4_IL8g
Media Assets:
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10150962966184851.445491.361053629850&type
=3

Based in Cologne Germany, mobivention is a leading international provider of applications
and personalization products for smart phones and tablets. Founded in 2003, the company's
product portfolio addresses app stores, mobile network operators, brands and advertising
agencies world-wide. The company employs 30 staff members and has a longstanding wealth
of
experience in the development of mobile content and realisation of customer projects. This
unique expertise is the basis for a successful cooperation with namable and well-known
customers of various lines of business. Copyright (C) 2003-2011 mobivention. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple
Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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